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• Print-ready: Brochures, folders, white papers, 
brandbooks, flyers, leaflets, threefold brochures, 

rollup banners

• Digital: Powerpoint presentations, interactive 
documents, display and motion graphics

• Freelance & Corporate







FIND OUT MORE

https://amadeus.com/en/insights/case-study/american-airlines-upgrades-their-digital-experience


FIND OUT MORE

https://www.mitie.com/bouncing-back/






Aria, the Mitie app
Property maintenance services 

at a touch of a button

We’ve got you covered so you can continue to provide 
more cups of great coffee, to more people, more often.

Download Aria, to let us know when 
something isn’t quite right. Check 
your app for updates until it’s sorted.ASKFEED

Scan the QR code 
to download & find 
out more or search 
‘Aria By Mitie’
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Dan Guest
Chief Operations and 
Commercial Officer
Mitie Technical Services

Have we forgotten 
the human factor
in our race to 
bounce back?

FM: MAKING IT HAPPEN …but the world 
is changing

Job Contract… and Psychological Contract

The unwritten expectations and obligations
between employees and employers 
Harvard Business Review

Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs 

is still relevant…

The exceptional, every day

Feeling that you make a 
meaningful impact, 
identifying with the 
organization’s mission, 
and believing that it does 
some good in the world. 

Cause and purpose

Source of pride

It’s all about the people. 
Feeling respected, cared 
about, and recognized by 
others.

Community

Drives our sense of 
connection and 
belongingness

Having a job that 
provides autonomy, 
allows you to use your 
strengths, and promotes 
your learning and 
development. 

Career

At the heart of 
intrinsic motivation

SELF-ACTUALISATION

ESTEEM

LOVE AND BELONGING

SAFETY

PHYSIOLOGICAL

The exceptional, every day

Ask yourself… Is your organisation truly

Mental health charity Mind has
declared a mental health emergency

Nurturing talent

Networking 
opportunities

Growth opportunities 
for young generations

Balancing parenting 
and career

22%
of the UK 
population 
lack basic 

digital skills1

$1 trillion loss
is the expected cost to the

global economy caused due to
poor mental health3

1Cambridge 2Deloitte 3McKinsey

54%
or parents with 

children under 18 said 
that looking after 

family members in the 
home made their 
mental health 

worse

40%
of millennials and 
Gen Zs feel their 
employers have 
done a poor job 
of supporting their 
mental well-being 
during this period2

The exceptional, every day
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Powerpoint presentations made for a variety of purposes: talk, report, meetings, and more...



Interactive infographic made with PREZI.
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